
Amazon Ranking 
Process Overview



What We’ll Cover in this Lesson

• Amazon ranking process









1. Run a keyword search in Magnet tool of Helium10 

2. Add a filter “3 or more” word phrases 

3. Choose “Match Type” ==> Smart Complete (or smart complete + organic) 

4. Arrange by “search volume” 

5. Advanced filters ==> Exclude phrases that contain: add brand names and any irrelevant words ==> 
apply 

6. Choose 5-10 long-tail KWs maximum to run your first ranking campaign (the core keyword must be 
the same or you’ll need a separate campaign for each one)  

7. Check the CPR number and divide by 8. This is the daily number of units you need to give away 
using “Search Find Buy” method.  

8. Multiply this number x14 to know the total number of units to give away. 

9. Run the campaign using the exact same method we discussed in the “Evaluation Phase” and rotate 
the keywords according to their values.  

10.Remember: You need Daily Consistent Full-Price Sales 

11. First month focus on the low-tier KWs (lowest competition), month 2 focus on mid-tier KWs 
(moderate competition) and month 3 focus on high-tier KWs (high competition)



Reviews
• Normal reviews range is 4-5% of sales  

• You can ask your ranking campaigns buyers not to leave reviews until you tell them 

• Use this as a review club (for anytime you need reviews in the future. To compensate for 
negative reviews for example because for every 1-star review, you’ll need at least five 5-star 
reviews) 

• Always ask them first about their opinion of the product. If positive ask them to leave honest 
review on Amazon 

• Show them examples of helpful reviews and ask them to write detailed reviews like those 
ones. 

• This list is priceless when you launch future products (for evaluation, rankings, and reviews) 

• Ideally, you can run a separate review campaign 

• Count the total number of sales (from your campaigns + organic sales) and decide your 
required reviews count (4-5 reviews for every 100 sales)



What is Next?

In the next lesson: 

• Amazon Ranking Funnel


